
wine tasting
STAR WINERY OF THE MONTH

The world looks different these days, but

that should never stop us from exploring

new producers and trying out new labels

from around the world. Introducing a

brand new tasting where we feature a

special winery each month and bring the

winery experience to you.

Journey through the history, vinification

and learn the style and expression

through tasting a series of curated wines

by our in-house sommelier.

Round up your friends and head over to

grandcruwines.com to purchase a ticket 

and join us for a good time.

NEW

Starting from September 2020
Monday to Saturday | From 4pm - 8pm
(Each session will start on the hour.)

Ticket is at $66 nett per person

Happening at 
Grand Cru, Wine Concierge Flagship Store
The Fullerton Hotel Singapore

grandcruwines.com |      gcwines      gcwinessg

Terms & Conditions: 
Wine selections are subject to changes and stock availability. Prices quoted are in SGD and in nett. Pouring per glass is based on tasting
portion. A minimum of 2 guests is required for each session. Due to the new regulations, a maximum of 5 guests is allowed per session.

DOMAINE

HENRI MAGNIEN

Star Winery : BOOK NOW:
bit.ly/gcstarwinery-HM



Kicking off the month of September,  we

have the rising star of Burgundy 

- Domaine Henri Magnien

Founded in 1987, Domaine Henri Magnien

is a small family estate, located in the upper

village of Gevrey - Chambertin.

Henri Magnien et Fils has incredible

holdings in some of the most hallowed

vineyards. Revitalised under the

stewardship of Henri’s grandson, Charles

Magnien, has since taken the wines to new

heights. 

Take this opportunity to taste the

fantastic Premier Cru parcels in Gevrey

which includes Estournelles St-Jacques 

 and Les Cazetiers.

DOMAINE

HENRI MAGNIEN

Star Winery:

"His style of wines lean towards the

slightly more fruit-driven side -

more Mortet than say Rousseau.

His is a new name on the scene and

judging by the quality of these

2018s, plus two or three 2017s, 

It is a name to look out for."
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DHM TASTING WINES :

Gevrey - Chambertin 2016 (AG90)

Gevrey - Chambertin 2017 

Gevrey - Chambertin 1er Cru

Gevrey - Chambertin 1er Cru

Estournelles St Jacques 2017 (RP93)

      les Cazetiers 2017 (AG90)

- Neal Martin, Vinous
For more info, email us at 

hello@grandcruwines.com or +65 9067 8497 

Ratings: 

AG - Vinous

RP - Robert Parker Wine Advocate

(Worth up to $550)

BOOK NOW:
bit.ly/gcstarwinery-HM


